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Description:

About Automotive Air Filters

Air filters improve horsepower and mileage of an automotive. They also improve air flow to the engine and emission control system, enabling proper ignition of fuel. The production of air filters has gained momentum because of the high aftermarket demand, as they need to be changed at regular intervals. There are two types of automotive air filters: cabin type and intake air filters.

The analysts forecast the automotive air filters market in India to grow at a CAGR of 9.02% over the period 2014-2019.

Covered in this Report

The report provides data on different segments of the market based on the following criteria:

- Types of filters (cabin and intake)
- End-users (aftermarket and OEMs)
- Vehicle type (2-wheelers, 3-wheelers, passenger vehicles, and commercial vehicles)

This report covers the present scenario and the growth prospects of the automotive air filter market in India for the period 2015-2019. It presents the vendor landscape and a corresponding detailed analysis of the top seven vendors in the market. The market size is forecast on the basis of automotive production in India. The fleet involves 2-wheelers, 3-wheelers, passenger cars, and commercial vehicles. The market comprises both OEMs and aftermarket suppliers. It discusses the major drivers that influence market growth, and the challenges faced by the vendors and the market at large.

Key Vendors

- Bosch
- Cummins
- Donaldson Filtration Solutions
- K&N Engineering
- Mahle Behr
- MANN+HUMMEL

Other Prominent Vendors

- Amrit Filtronics India
- Balaji Enterprises Krishna
- Biomate India
- BMC Air Filter
- Clar Filter Systems
- Clarcor
- Cosmo Teck
- D. P. Engineers
- Elofic Industries
- Enviro Tech Industrial Products
- Environmental Engineering
- Fleetguard Filters
- Freudenberg Filtration Technologies
- Guard India
- J.S. Automobiles
- LubOil Filtration Systems
- Lupax Filters
- Mag Filters and Equipment
- Mohan Sons
- New Holland Fiat India
- Rainkesh Hi-tech Equipment
- Reeshpal Industries
- Sachdeva & Sons
- Seeco Industries
- Shree Vallabh Industries
- Shri Ram Engineers
- SMC India
- SV Auto India
- Wikon Industries
- Yash Filters

Market Driver
- Enhanced Fuel Efficiency and Engine Life
- For a full, detailed list, view our report

Market Challenge
- Increased Competition for Quality
- For a full, detailed list, view our report

Market Trend
- Increased Demand for Advanced Air Filters
- For a full, detailed list, view our report

Key Questions Answered in this Report
- What will the market size be in 2019 and what will the growth rate be?
- What are the key market trends?
- What is driving this market?
- What are the challenges to market growth?
- Who are the key vendors in this market space?
- What are the market opportunities and threats faced by the key vendors?
- What are the strengths and weaknesses of the key vendors?
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